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Lippert presents Skia, to easily black-out the Ducato cabin 
 
With the acquisition in July 2019 of the Italian Lavet srl, a company specializing in the 
production of blinds and flyscreen for RV’s, Lippert RV Europe has secured a leading position 
in this field as well. And the already highly articulated range of blinds is now enriched by the 
Skia model, a blind designed for the windshield and the side windows of the Ducato cabin. 
 
San Casciano Val di Pesa (FI), Italy – Lippert introduces Skia, a new range of front blinds for the 
Ducato cabin with a system consisting of three elements: one right and one left to darken the 
windows on the side doors, and one front for the windshield. The front version is available both 
for the versions of the Ducato V7 and V8 without the mirror and for those with anti-collision radar, 
which occupies a fairly important part of the upper part of the windscreen.  
Realized in aluminum and PVC, Skia is a retractable, pleated shade to keep motorhome and 
campervan on Ducato basis interior blacked-out while parked and protect the privacy, with a 
horizontal sliding mechanism.  
“We decided to complete our offer of blind and flyscreen systems with the front part of the cabin 
that we currently lacked” - says Lorenzo Manni, Vice President Sales, Lippert RV Europe - “We 
have straight side blinds, both roller and pleated, blinds for both straight and curved windows, and 
on curved ones we are particularly strong, for the panoramic roofs and for the maxi portholes. We 
lacked this product and also the flyscreen for the tailgate of the Ducato. So our last two product 
developments have gone in this direction to complete the range”. 
With the acquisition in July 2019 of the Italian Lavet srl, a company specializing in the production 
of blinds and flyscreen for RV’s, Lippert RV Europe has secured a leading position in this field as 
well.  
 “Lavet was born from the idea of good entrepreneurs who focused on the development of a 
technically advanced product. Perfect from a production point of view but can be improved from 
an aesthetic point of view”, continues Lorenzo Manni. “We reached to safeguard manageability 
and ease of use and find greater appeal for integration with existing furniture. Thanks also to our 
ability to design complex systems, we were able to create a flyscreen for Winnebago, for a very 
complex door with five beams. And we are specialized in customization even for products with very 
sharp curves. For example, we did the two blinds on the corner windows of Adria Astella, which 
have a very pronounced curvature”. 
 
 
  



 

 

About Lippert 
From over 90 manufacturing and distribution facilities located throughout North America and 
Europe, Lippert™ supplies a broad array of highly engineered components for the leading 
manufacturers of RVs and prefab homes. It also operates in adjacent markets, including marine, 
bus, industrial vehicle and trains. Lippert™ also serves a wide range of aftermarket segments, 
providing high quality products for the caravanning, automotive and marine industries. With over 
14,000 team members, and a diverse portfolio of best-in-class brands, Lippert™ adopts a team-
based business philosophy and has proven that, by putting people first, the possibilities for growth 
and development are truly endless. 
  
Always moving forward. Always making your experience better. 
  
About Lippert RV Europe 
In 2018, Lippert™ concentrated its activities in Europe in the recreational vehicle sector by 
creating the Lippert RV Europe division, based in San Casciano Val di Pesa (FI) in Italy. Here, in 
addition to the production plants and administrative offices, there is the central commercial 
division that coordinates all the European offices in the caravanning sector, including the Dutch 
brand Polyplastic, which joined the group in 2019. Lippert™ produces in Europe, components and 
accessories for the original equipment on recreational vehicles and for the aftermarket, such as: 
slide-out systems; pop-up roofs for vans; plastic and aluminum framed and frameless windows; 
bike racks for motorhomes and vans; variable height bed systems; electric and manual access 
steps; entrance and locker doors; table legs; blinds and mosquito nets; TV stand brackets. 
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